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Abstract 

 

This talk will summarize the investigations that the author and his colleagues have conducted over the past five 

years exploring the multi-photon regime in order to capture unconditional security in information transfer.  

Unconditionally secure information transfer has been the ultimate dream of all cryptographers. However, until 

recently, it has defied attempts at realization. The BB’84 protocol offered a theoretical basis for unconditionally 

secure information transfer more than thirty years ago. Quantum key distribution (QKD) instruments which are now 

available for commercial applications in a limited way are the closest realizations of quantum cryptography. All 

such instruments are based on the single photon technology using the BB’84 protocol. As is well known, the 

generation of single photons with predefined periodicity defies a fundamental law of nature. The speed and distance 

limitations of currently practiced quantum key distribution have resulted in limited applications. A mass scale 

adoption of quantum cryptography for payloads at the speed of commercial telecommunication over distances of 

thousands of kilometers without regeneration is not expected anytime soon using the contemporary QKD 

technology. The multi-photon regime warrants further investigation as a means to explore the strength and 

limitations of quantum cryptography while weakening the assumption of information being conveyed through the 

use of randomly occurring single photons. This talk will summarize our recent findings related to the transfer of 

quantum secure information at payload speeds in the multi-photon regime. 
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